
PRIMARY SCHOOL

STEP ACTIVITY TOOL (main)
SUBJECT

OBJECTIVES
At the end of the project, each student
will be able to:

(main)
COMPETENCE

PLUS

Student’s
presentation

Introduce yourself in English
(spoken or written)

Padlet
ChatterPix
YouTube

English - introduce him/herself
- listen and understand a short message in
English;

Multilingual European
framework of
languages:
Level A1

Where do
we come
from?

Put a mark on the map
Read the map and find the
partner schools.

Zeemap Geography - recognize the European continent and
some of the countries;

Cultural
awareness and
expression

Christmas'
cards

Choose a letter of the word
Christmas and represent it with
a Christmas symbol. The
letters will be collected in a
collaborative Christmas card

Paper
Crayons
Canva

Art - select and reproduce Christmas symbols
with a personal technique and style;

Cultural
awareness and
expression

Calendar Choose one month and
represent it.
Make a collage with the
drawings.
All the drawings will be
collected in a calendar

Canva
Online
collage
creator

History - know the months, seasons, and main
events of the year;

Personal, social
competence and
the ability to learn
to learn

Students’
meetings

Students regularly meet in
online meetings.

Google meet Civic education - communicate with the schoolmates of the
partner school in a basic English language

Multilingual

E as eSafety Brainstorm basic rules to safely
surf the net. Choose one rule
and make a comic.
All the comics will be collected
in an eBook.

Ideaboardz
Toonytool
Bookcreator

Digital Education
Civic education

- identify, understand, and respect the rules
for safely surfing the net

Digital Digicomp 2.1
Dimension 2
Competence 2.1

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/europe-alphabet/twinspace/pages/where-do-we-come
https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/europe-alphabet/twinspace/pages/where-do-we-come
https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/europe-alphabet/twinspace/pages/where-do-we-come


U as Union Identify the meaning of taking
part in the European
community. Write down the
most meaningful words. Chose
two of them and represent
them in a creative way.
All the drawings will be
collected in a mouse pad or in
a breakfast placemat

Civic education
Art

- know the concept of Europe
- identify the main advantages of taking part
in the European community
- Express her/himself in a creative way

Citizenship

R as Rhythm Choose a strophe of the song
“If you’re happy…”, sing and
act.
All the clips will be collected in
a unique video.

YouTube Music - listen and reproduce a rhythm and a
simple song;

Cultural
awareness and
expression

O as origami Make an origami (an animal).
All the animals/origami will be
collected in a picture to
represent our beautiful and
sustainable world.

Paper
Collage
maker

Technology
Geometry

- reproduce an animal in a basic origami; Mathematical
competence and
competence in
science,
technology, and
engineering

P as Poetry Write a verse for Europe. Every
verse has to begin with Europe
is….
Write it in the collaborative
interactive flag.

GenialLy National language - write a creative verse related to a specific
topic;

Literacy

E as Earth Take a pic of something
beautiful in nature, something
to be preserved or that touches
your feeling. We will choose
the best one throw a survey. All
the best pics will be collected in
a picture

Camera
Google form
BeFunky

Science, civic
education,
sustainability

- make a choice and explain to the
schoolmates the reason for it in order to
persuade them to vote.
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PREPRIMARY SCHOOL

STEP ACTIVITY EXPERIENCE FIELD TOOL OBJECTIVES (main)
COMPETENCE

Student’s
presentation

Introduce yourself in English (spoken) speeches and words ChatterPix - introduce him/herself
-repeat a short message
in English

multilingual
competence

Where do we
come from?

-search our country and that of the
partner schools on the map
-know the flags of our partners

you and the other LIM -get to know the
European continent
- identify some countries

competence in
cultural awareness
and expression

Christmas'
cards

Choose a letter of the word Christmas
and represent it with a Christmas
symbol. The letters will be collected in a
collaborative Christmas card

images, sounds,
colors

paper
paint, glitter
tape

-reproduce Christmas
symbols with personal
technique and style;

competence in
cultural awareness
and expression

Calendar Choose one month and represent it.
Make a collage with the drawings.
All the drawings will be collected in a
calendar

images, sounds,
colors

paper,
watercolor,
crepe paper
Online
collage
creator

-know the months,
seasons, and main
events of the year;

Personal, social
competence and the
ability to learn to
learn

Students’
meetings

Students regularly meet in online
meetings.

you and the other Google
meet

-listen and interact with
other students of the
partner school

Digital competence

E as eSafety Discussion on the basic rules for surfing
the net safely. Choose a rule and create
a comic.

-images, sounds,
colors (digital
competence)

Ideaboardz
Toonytool
Bookcreator

- identify, understand,
and respect the rules for
safely surfing the net

Digital competence

https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/europe-alphabet/twinspace/pages/where-do-we-come
https://school-education.ec.europa.eu/en/etwinning/projects/europe-alphabet/twinspace/pages/where-do-we-come


All comics will be collected in an eBook. -you and the other

U as Union Discuss what it means to be part of the
European community. identify the most
significant words and represent them
two in a creative way.
All designs will be collected in a
breakfast placemat

-images, sounds,
colors
-you and the other

-understand the concept
of Europe
and the benefits of
participating in the
European community
- creative reworking

competence in
cultural awareness
and expression

R as Rhythm Choose a verse from the song "If You're
Happy...", and sing along.
All clips will be collected in one video

-images, sounds,
colors

YouTube -listen and reproduce a
rhythm and a simple
song;

competence in
cultural awareness
and expression

O as origami Make an origami (an animal).
All the animals/origami will be collected
in a picture to represent our beautiful
and sustainable world.

knowledge of the
world

Paper
Collage
maker

- reproduce an animal in
a basic origami

Mathematical
proficiency and
Science, Technology
and Engineering
proficiency

P as Poetry Write a verse for Europe. Every verse
has to begin with Europe is….
Write it in the collaborative interactive
flag.

speeches and words Genially -Create a verse related
to a specific topic

Functional literacy
skills

E as Earth Take a photo of something beautiful with
your parents in nature, something to
preserve or something that touches your
feelings. We will choose the most
beautiful. All the most beautiful photos
will be collected in one photo

knowledge of the
world

Camera -know how to make a
choice and explain why
to your classmates.

Entrepreneurship


